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Port of Rotterdam

Heijplaat is a neighborhood on the Nieuwe Maas River, in 
Rotterdam. This area was developed as a worker community for 
RDM and is one of the few garden villages in the Netherlands. 



Problem Statement

Heijplaat  

As the global climate continues to evolve and affect current sea levels around the world, how does this influence the activities of those cities that are situated along 
these rising shores? The Port of Rotterdam has been expanding westward towards and into the North Sea, leaving behind it areas to be redeveloped nearer to 
the center city. Nestled within these shifting economic and environmental issues sits the historic worker village RDM-Heijplaat. A small community that is historically 
tied to Port operations that insured its survival, Heijplaat has seen its share of urban decline and now revitalization. The newly revitalized RDM campus has brought 
back ferry service to the neighborhood that had previously been under serviced and disconnected from the rest of the City. As a historic site, Heijplaat’s old village 
is a fantastic example of the garden city movement of the early 20th century.

This is an area that is experiencing a tremendous amount of change. As the RDM campus continues to develop itself, the issue of connecting with Heijplaat has 
become more apparent. This combined with the redevelopment of the adjacent new village and the desire to increase the vitality of the Eemhaven and Waalhaven 
slips into the largest short sea port in Europe creates a critical junction for this village. How will Heijplaat relate to these new situations and how will it be able to 
do so in the face of a rising sea and the increasing risk of flooding involved in being in the un-embanked areas of Rotterdam?



Heijplaat  

Existing Initiatives & PlansIssues

Port of Rotterdam 

City of RotterdamClimate Change

Transportation & Logistics

Local Social Networks

StadshavensRotterdam 

Deltaprogram 2013

Rotterdam Climate Proof

lack of community services

noise pollution

sea level rise

heat island

drought

more intense storm events

particulates

lack of open space / public space
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Existing  Site  Conditions

RDM

Open, public space Heavy vehicle use Rail Boat Perceived barrier

Old Village +2.0 NAPNew Village +2.5 NAP +3.0 NAP +4.0 NAP



Project  Drivers

Motives

Values

While the village currently sits above sea level, it is not protected against Rotterdam’s updated flood figures for a 10,000 year flood event of 3.9 NAP. An event 
of this magnitude would completely flood the village and cause extensive damage to this valuable place. The residents here have no desire to have a dike built 
around them and the new village design proposals also abide by this desire. The RDM campus as well sits as a separate entity from the village, an unfortunate 
reversal of the historic connection between port and home.

In consideration of these issues, we outlined a set of values to drive our design process for the area. We sought to:

•	 Develop a plan that would ensure the Old Village’s safety in the event of the 10,000 year storm.
•	 Allow for soft interventions around the area that can accept the situations presented by climate change. 
•	 Better connect Heijplaat to the water and to RDM through storm water retention and better programming of spaces
•	 Ensure the health and welfare of the residents and workers in the community



Embedded  Values 

Connectivity Enhance 
Community 

Welfare

Protect
+ 

Preserve

Climate 
Change 

Adaptation



Concept  Plan

Wet

Dry

Connection



Master  plan



Values  +  plan
Sea Wall

Sound Wall

North Park

Harbor Park

Rail Dike

Protect + Preserve

Climate Change 

Adaptation

Connectivity

Enhance Community 

Welfare

Public Ribbon
Wetland Village

Dijk Park



Proposed  conditions
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Water storage

Open, public space Heavy vehicle use

Village connectivity

Rail

Wetland connectivity

Boat Perceived barrier

+2.0 NAP

Dijk

+2.5 NAP

Wall

+3.0 NAP

Building Protected



Heijplaat  Districts



Old  Village



Old  Village

Rail Dike

Sea Wall

North Park

Edge Conditions



Public  Ribbon  of  open  space

Activating the Ribbon
Enhance and revitalize public spaces 

Create pedestrian network

Encourage community amenities

movable seating

ribbon of red paving connecting public areas

creating more assets will enhance the quality of life

beautiful and protective plants

creates a playful community identity

strengthens local economy

draws people to RDM



Wetland  village



Wetland  village

Harbor

Truck route

Edge Conditions



Wetland  village

creating adaptable neighborhoods...



Wetland  villageWetland  village

Detailed plan

Potential flooding

Adaptive residences
Wetland for storm water treatment and unique experience



Wetland  villageWetland  village

Detailed plan

Sedum wall blocks noise and particulates

Water’s edge walk

Potential flooding

Storm water collection Truck road Bike path Sidewalk Sedum wall



Connect



Connect

Dijk Park wetland 

Integrated dike building

Edge Conditions



Connecting  through  the  dijk  parkconnecting  through  the  dijk  park

changing perceptions of what a dike is...



Connecting  through  the  dijk  park

Detailed plan

Gentle dijk

Seat wall

Storm water collection

Walking path



Harbor   Park

creating an interface with the port...



Heijplaat  Districts



Heijplaat  phasing 
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Current phase- demolition of the new village has begun

Dike along the rail corridor built; sea wall built; construction of 
Wetland Village begins

Old village dike completed; Wetland Village completed

Truck route implemented; Dijk Park built



Master  plan



Values  revisited 

Connectivity Enhance 
Community 

Welfare

Protect
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Climate 
Change 

Adaptation
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